HOW TO MAKE MARBLE PAPER
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
An A3 or A4 sized shallow tray – one that won't move too much.
Liquid acrylic marbling ink OR sumi ink
At least 2 round pointed tip paint brushes
Water from the tap
Cellulose powder to make a size (to float the ink on)
Paper – rice paper or watercolour paper or printer paper
Newspaper
String line and pegs for drying the paper
METHOD 1:
1. Mix the size – 1 heaped teaspoon of cellulose powder to 1 litre of warm water. Whisk it really
well to get rid of any lumps and let it sit overnight.

2. Set yourself up with lots of newspaper to put the wet paper on, a string line to dry the paper,
water for washing brushes, and a tray ready for the water and inks. Have a variety of paper
shapes and sizes ready to go too.
3. Start by filling your brush and dropping paint all over the surface of the water.

4. Wash your brush. Fill it with another colour and drop that across the surface of water – it will
expand the existing paint into circles.

5. Choose a third colour and sprinkle drops over the water. And so on…..

6. When you are happy with the patterns you can either make a print as it is with circles and
blobs… OR you use your skewer and drag it through the ink slowly and calmly in a wide up
and down then side to side pattern.

7. Lay your paper onto the surface of the water. If you are using ordinary printer paper or rice
paper you need to get it out quite quickly.

8. Make sure you don't get any air-bubbles under the paper – no big white splotches.
9. Lift the paper out by the corners and try to let any water pooling to drain off before laying it flat
and blotting it onto the newspaper.

10. You can just start your next pattern straight onto the size (water/solution mix).
11. Keep going until your size (water/solution mix) is really cloudy and your colours aren't clear
and clean any more.
12. Peg your papers up on a line to dry quicker. And if they curl up you can just iron them flat
once they are dry.

METHOD 2:
1. Fill a tray with ordinary tap water.
2. Use sumi ink and a couple of pointed round paint brushes.
3. Make sure the water is still before you start.
4. Mix up a tub of soap – a drop of dish soap to a cup of water.
5. Start with dropping a blob onto the surface.
6. Drop a blob of soap in the middle of it.
7. Keep going alternating colour and soap water until you get lots of concentric lines.
8. Fill in any gaps on the tray
9. Use a straw and blow very gently on the surface of the water then watch the pattern unfold.
10. Lay your paper onto the water carefully so as not to get any bubbles.
11. Lift it off, lay it on the newspaper and then hang it up to dry

TIPS
You can start off with a marbling kit – but they are very expensive for what you get.
Experiment with using oil paints mixed with turpentine, indian ink, and different papers. The ink
absorbs and dries differently on different paper.

